Why to be conformant?

- To improve quality of products and services
- To have advantage over competition
- To reduce operational costs
- To meet regulatory requirements

NOR–STA Users

- Standard Owner – proposes a standard and promotes its adoption
- Standard User – uses a standard to achieve conformance and to get certificate
- Auditor – performs conformance assessment and possibly issues a formal certificate

Implementation of Services

- Implemented in a cloud and offered as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
- Used on the as-needed basis without any prior investment
- Support any standard or a set of requirements
- Integrate distributed repositories of multimedia evidence
- Secured by NOR-STA Information Security Policy

NOR–STA Services

- Editing and hosting of argument templates
- Editing and hosting of conformance arguments
- Hosting of evidence
- Services for conformance assessment
- Consulting and training for NOR-STA services

NOR–STA services in an innovative way integrate support for achievement, assessment and maintenance of standards conformance

NOR–STA Project

- Improvement of NOR-STA services through R&D and experiments
- Experimental deployment of NOR-STA services for industrial partners
- Outreach to the market through instantiation of the Project Advisory Committee

www.nor-STA.eu